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Contest Over Two Alabama Delegates- - Hadley
Given Great Applause.
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Followers
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Details on Legislative
Measures.

(By Special Leased Vrire to New Mexican)
S
The Roosevelt forces met.
their third defeat in the Re- publican national convention
this afternoon. By a vote of
yeas 59 to 499 nays, the oo:i- vention voted to table a resolu- tion of Governor Hadley which
V would have prevented any of
the contested delegates vot- ing on any of the cases report- ed by the credentials commit- tee.
X
The first vote on Temporary
Chairman's Root, election was
558 to 502;
the second, on
Hadley's original proposal to
the same effect was 5(15 to
51 0; a fourth roll call, the see- ond today, resulted, even more
decisively for Taft; the result
being COS to 404.
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well known and the rumors have again the former President might decide up ured prominently in the Archbald im the district courts. It seems clear that postponed
court to testify today in favor of Harry K.
Not in session.
X
congress, and this section clearly
arisen that he might possibly make a on.
peachment hearing was decided today all fees collected for district
comi- Thaw at the hearing brought to seturned
into
the
House.
be
must
X
business
Commisto
an
announcement
as
such
that
election
shows
geThree States Only Stick.
by the Interstate Commerce
last, and definite
cure Thaw's release from Matteawan.
m.
10
X
a
Met
M.
at
ty,
treasury.
nial election.
Outside of California, Pennsylvania sion In favor of the coal company.
whether or not he would prevent the
Mr. Chrystie, a long time friend of
Yours truly,
consideration
of X Johnson-FlynContinued
The first paragraph of section i of
fight on July fourth. and possibly, Kansas, it was predicted P Boland, the coal company's agent,
the Thaw family, swore that ha
FRANK W. CLANCY,
X Before leaving the governor had noth- is the author of the impeachment
sundry civil appropriation.
!
Attorney General. thought Thaw rational.
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ing to say on the subject.
(Continued on Page Five.).
(Continued '"oa Page Five.)
charges against Judge Archbald.
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weight of the people who crowded the
court room. Fortunately, there was
A Woman Finds All Her Energy and no serious accident.
Ambition Slipping Away.
The
Hearing of Alleged Smuggler
Santa Fe women Know now the! hearing of Jose Chavez, who was to
aches and pains that come when the: have had a preliminary
examination
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back-- ; before United States Commissioner
ache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy h. R. Whiting at Albuquerque, on a
Take
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all charge of assisting in the smuggling
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of of ammunition across the border to
One
the stealthy approach ot dropsy or the .Mexican rebels, lias been
Pain Pill,
disease. Doan's Kidney Pills, uoned to June 2Xth. This action was
at-then
:
are for the kidneys only. They
taken at the reqest (,f the United
tack kidney diseases by striking at states district attorney, who will have
Take it
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a charge of the case. Chavez is alleged
Easy.
Santa Fe woman's words:
to be the teamster w ho carted several i
Mrs. Desederia J. fle Qulntana, Col- thousand rounds of cartridges to Old
For Neuralgia, nothing is
lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: Albuquerque for a party of alleged
better than
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kid- rebel agents who later smuggled the
ney Pills and I was cured of a bad ammunition across the border.
Anti-Pai- n
At that
attack of kidney complaint.
time a statement appeared in the loDeadly Trouble Over Girl,
Used by thousands
cal papers, telling of my experience
That jealousy over a beautiful
for a generation
and I now take pleasure In confirmwas
between
the cause of a battle
girl
Those who have suffered from
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ing all that was then said In their a half dozen
laborers, which resulted
neuralgic pains need not be told
I had pains in my back that in
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
praise.
how necessary it is to secure rethe death of one and the wounding
made it difficult for me to stoop and of
lief. The easiest way out of
near Camfield, Colothree
others,
which
were
troubles
other
there
plainneuralgia is to use Dr. Miles'
rado, is the story told by Daniel Fern- Anti-Paily showed that my kidneys were at
Pills. They have reof
Er
held
for
the
andez,
killing
fault.
Soon after I began takjng
lieved sufferers for so many
suuer-inrernauuez
nesto
is
rienriques.
Doan's Kidney Pills,
years that they have become a
Improvement
from a serious bullet wound and
household necessity.
was noticeable and the contents of
n
"I have taken Dr. Miles'
two boxes, not only restored my kid- four knife cuts in his head. Accordfor five years and they are the
Pills
a
attended
to
dance
he
ing
Fernandez,
but
neys to their normal condition
only thing that does me any good.
also removed the pain from my back. ot Camfield where Anita Moros was
They have relieved neuralgia in my
man
the
"bell of the ball." The dead
head in fifteen minutes. I have also
I am glad to say that during the time
taken them for rheumatism, headSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD,
that has since passed, my cure has and Fernandez were the chief suitors
ache, pains in the breast, toothache,
for the hand of the girl. When she
been permanent."
earache and pains in the bowels and
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
I have found nothing to
limbs.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 favored Fernandez the trouble began.
Foster-Milbur-n
equal them and they are all that is
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
claimed for them."
New York, sole agents for the United NEW MEXICO CROP
J. W. SEDGE, Blue Springs, Mo.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
STATISTICS FOR MAY.
States.
At all druggists 25 doses 25 cents.
Never sold in bulk.
Remember the name Doan's and
This State Was the Dryest in the
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.
take no ouief.
Union During the First Five
Phone Black
Phone Black
Months of Year,
HE MAKA ME LAUGH!
The Crop Reporter published by the
(From Judge.)
My! This is da granda lan!
Department of Agriculture is just to PROVISIONS RISE IN
Maka da mou on da penut, loosa on hand for the month of June and gives!
SYMPATHY WITH HOGS.
da banan.
the New Mexico crop statistics for the
Dawson Coal
Hear all da pepul talka about da month of May. On June 1, the condi-- ' Wheat Market Also Hardened After
Initial Weakness and Corn
Sawed Wood
tion of winter w heat was 88 as against ,
"graff,"
Toro
S3 at the same time last year;
Follows Upward.
the
Teddy De Hoose and Biga Bill Taft.
condition of winter wheat was 94 as (By Special Leaseo Wire to New Mexican)
Some say stoppa keekin my dog against 93 last year, and the ten year
Chicago, 111., June 21. After some
aroun,
average of 89, there being 26,000 acres initial weakness today, the wheat
a gain of six per cent over ket hardened. Opening prices were a
Help getta da bizness offa da groun.
lower. September
Teddy De Roose say my hat inua da last year; oats 96 as against 97 last shade to
to 103
a decline
year and 88 the ten year average, 52,- - started at lOU
ring,
to
and then rose
Gotta taka da third term, don't wanta 000 acres being planted, a gain of 8 of
.
da thing.
per cent; barley 95 as against 99 last to 1041-4All Kinds of Building Materials.
was weak with Septem- The
close
ten
and
of
90, the) .
year
year average
Gotta busta da trusj and stoppa da ctvi edge ueuig i,uuu a gaju tn a ivi
utf
hcl
iunei
Fence
Doors, Red
Corn followed the course of wheat.
cent; alfalfa 93, the same as last year
"graff."
Vard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Teddy De Roose! He maka me laugh! 6t the same time, and a ten year aver- - September opened a sixteenth to
Me! I votta for Clark he owna da age of 89 per cent;
down at 72721-Sand rallied
clover 96 as! $'1-Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
houn,
Phone, Red 100
against 100 last year, and a ten yeai to 72
He getta da bizness offa da groun.
The close was steady with Septem-&average of 95; pasture 90 as against
c under last night at 71
last year, and a ten year average of ' tier
Gotto recalla da jodge, causa da jodge 84; sugar beets 92 as against 76 last
is da crook;
year; apples S2 as against 85 last year j In the oats crowd the lightness of
Gotta hava da more baba and fira da and a ten year average of 68; peaches ' demand kept the market easy. Sep-7as against 81 last year and a ten tember started a shade to
cook.
to 40
and seemed
Teddy De Roose! He maka me laugh! year average of 57; pears 74 as against lower at 401-Gonna busta da trust and stoppa da SO; cantaloupes 86 as against S3; inclined to remain within those limits,
water melons 85; Canadian peas 91 as
Provisions advanced a little in
"graff."
86 last year; cabbage 94 as pathy with a rise in hogs. First
J. C. R.
89 last year, and a six year actions varied from last night's level
TO
5c up with September deliv-onaverage of S6; onions 92 as against 93, to 2
a six year average of 92. The ery lfl.02
for pork; 11.20 for lard
THE STATE
farm value of wheat is given at $1.0-- and 10.70 for ribs.
9 bushel againA $1.10 last year; corn
SI. 10 a bushel as against 97 cents
Wedding at Duran. At the home
and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Bond Issue for Schools at Las Cruces. last year; oats 69 cents a bushel as of the bride's
parents at Duran, TorA mass meeting
at las Cruces against 65 cents; potatoes $1.52 as rance county, Miss Audie Eunice
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travel
adopted a resolution in favor of a bond against $1.08; hay $10.80 a bale as Crist was united in marriage to Rob-ef- t
er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
issue of $30,000 for public school
Gill Robertson, yardmaster of the
against $11.50 last year; butter 35
cents a pound as against 29 cents E. P. & S. W. railroad division point.
and All Foreign
I! C fANAFU MFYIfO
Payable
last year; eggs 23 cents a dozen as The pastor of the First Presbyterian
Vf "
Countries
"IWI,VV
Throughout
Boys Charged With Burglary.
against 21 cents; chickens 15 cents a church at Alamogordo, X. M., united
Angel and Luis Carrizo, aged 15 and pound as against 12.5 cents a pound, the happy couple, using the beautiful
16 years, respectively,
have been ar- Hogs $7.20 a hundred as
against $6.00; 'ring ceremony,
RRM1TTANCES SENT BY TELEURAPH
rested at El Paso on the charge oi beef cattle $5.30 as against $4.90; mutburglary.
ton $4.60; wool 13 cents a pound;
FRECKLES
sweet potatoes $2.85; bran $33.90.
Holmes and Rice Convicted.
Driest State in the Union.
The jury at Roswell rendered a
The precipitation for the first five Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove
verdict in the Frank Rice and W. C. months is given at 3.47 inches as
Them With the New Drug.
Holmes case, they
charged against 3.99 inches in Arizona;
being
7.26
An eminent skin specialist recently
with larceny of a span of mules be- inches in Colorado; 16.24 inches in discovered a new drug, othine double
longing to S. W. Clore at Meek, in California; 25.31 inches in Mississippi, strength, which is so uniformly sucthe spring. They were found guilty. and an average for the United States cessful in removing freckles and givof 12.74 inches.
Successor to
ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
Maria Elena Ronquillo.
it is sold by any first class druggist
Losses.
Crop
Maria Elena Ronquillo, aged 17
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
In corn 41.'2 per cent loss is noted under an absolute guarantee to refund
died
at
Albuquerque at the
years,
the money if it fails.
home of her aunt, Mrs. Francisquita thus far, 61 per cent of this being
FIRST-CLAS- S
Don't hide your freckles under a
from
of moisture, 2 per cent from
lack
Ronquillo. The funeral took place this excessive
get an ounce of othine and re
veil;
4
cent
from
moisture, per
from the chnrch of the Sacmorning
them. Even the first night's use
move
12
cent
from
heat and hot
per
Also First-Clas- s
red Heart with interment in San Jose frost,
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
winds, 8 per cent from insect pests will show a wonderful improvement,
cemetery.
and the remainder from defective some of the lighter freckles vanishing
3I0 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main I39
It is absolutely harmless,
seed and plant disease. In wheat, 25.8 entirely.
Special Officer in Jail.
cannot
and
injure the most tender
cent
loss
SANTA FE, N. M.
is
61
of
which
per
recorded,
William
Owens, former
special
skin.
is
from
cent
12
cent
drouth,
per
Santa Fe officer at Belen, who is ac per
Be sure to ask for the double
4 per cent
cused of killing a man at Belen, was from excessive moisture;
strength othine; it is this that is sold
7 per cent from
from
disfrost;
plant
His
lodged in jail at Albuquerque.
on the money back guarantee.
trial at Hillsboro on a change of ease;9 3.5 per cent from insect pests
and
cent
causes.
from
unknown
NIGHT
per
OPEN DAY AND
venue had resulted in a hung jury.
Prom
In potatoes the loss has been 66.5 per NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
La Salle
TAOSJ
BARRANCA
cent, of which 47.5 per cent was from
Albuquerque Boy Killed in Colorado.
6.5 per cent from excessive
EXPRESS LINE.
Meets Both North South Chief of Police Thomas McMillin of drouth,
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
1.8 per cent from frost; 4.1
received a telegram moisture;
has
Albuquerque,
Bounds
from
8
II.
cent
cent
hot
winds;
per
Telephone
from Temps, Colorado, containing the per
Red 161.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot information that Ezequiel Montoya, a from plant disease; 4.4 per cent from
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
insect pests and'27.7 per cent from un- Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
the north bound train and arrives at
boy who claimed AlbuquerRegular Meals 25 cents.
causes. In May the loss "thus
known
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
que as his home, was found dead near far this year has been 25
per cent, 61
other
than
miles
death
shorter
any
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten
presumably
Temps,
resulting per cent of this being from drouth, 11
and
good from an accident.
way. Good covered; hacks
per cent fro mexcessive moisture, 3.7
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
per cent from frost, 10 per cent from
Frencb Noodle Order fOc a dlsn,
furnished commerc'al men to take In
Ten Days for Drunkenness.
hot winds, 1.2 per cent from plant disMew Yerk Chop Suey 50c the
K'.nbudG
Wire
to'uns.
surrounding
Encarnacion Gutierrez and Al Cut- ease, 2.4 per cent from insect pests
Station.
ler Green were arraigned at Las Ve- and 6.9 per cent from unknown causes.
of drunkengas on the charge
ten days DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
ness.
A sentence
of
or a fine of $5 was imposed on the by local applications, as they cannot
two offenders.
Gutierrez will serve reach the diseased portion of the ear.
his time on the city chin gang, but There is only one way to cure deafGreen hopes to raise the fine and ness, and that is by constitutional
costs.
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the aiucous linRooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Bartender Started Fight.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Accused of starting a dog fight on this tube is inflamed you have a rumCentral avenue, Albuquerque, and dis- bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
turbing the peace, Sam Fleming, a bar- when it is entirely closed, deafness will
work.
tender, and Bob Faueett, a colored por- Is the result, and unless the inflamter, were in police court. Fleming and mation can be taken out and this tube
Faueett are the owners of bull terriers restored to its normal condition, hearwhich it is claimed,
they fought ing will be destroyed forever; nine
is
each
Made
other,
attracting a crowd cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
against
of e hundred people. Their 'case was which is nothing but an inflamed concontinued until the officer who cited dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
them to appear could be present.
one of
priced
for any case of Deafness, caused by
Thirty years' of experience in
New
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Kaiser
you will be
tailoring in seme of the largest
A man named Kaiser released at Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuAnnex,
free.
cities in Europe and America.
Clovis by District Judge McClure on lars,
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
the charge of having incited the re
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
cent race riot has been
101
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiWashington Avenue.
for impersonating an officer. Two
others are being held in jail 'on the pation.
Curry baa
Phone Black 223.
riot charge and three more are to be
Congressman George
arrested. During the. preliminary written friends in Roswell that bo
hearing, the floor of the justice of the will visit them the latter part of Juu. floods Called for and Delivered.
Miss lilrlto Hammer, who conducts
peace court gave way because of the

The Little Store

WHEN

21,

1912.

HER BACK ACHES.

Again Reminds You of the Superior

j

Quality and Large Variety of

the

's

"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader

Dr. Miles

Pills

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

n

g

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

Anti-Pai-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

Ida

El

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone 14.

f

Lumber and Coal Yard

Posts

and White Cedar

Screen

WATER CO.
Capital City Bank Bid

Room 26.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. tied 76

For Full Information Call,

trans-again-

d

2

Parts of the World.

light!

SAVE MONEY

vn"n,'ni

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

Santa Fe, N. M.

THE STAR BARN

ODS,

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, motner and children. Good light
that is easy in the eyes is very much to be
desired.

RIGS.

POWER

J. R. CREATH,

WOODY'S HACK LINE

Restaurant

at

REAL ESTATE

4

?

LIVERY

Leave orders

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

sym-again-

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

:

:

Patronize home industry.

FRANK M.JONES.

2

All

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

?

General Express Forwarders

- Phone 14

t

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

c

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

:

Delivered to your house.

I

4

Hardware We Have It.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

,

c

If Its

Why Import Mineral Water i

PORTLAND CEMENT

R. J. CRICHTON

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n:ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully,given.

TO

Trains.

Phone

JULIUS

The Tailor

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

....

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
prices and
guarantee his
Orders taken for Ladies'

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse rower

J.F.RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00

UPHOLSTERING

4

reasonable

THE ALBANY HOTEL

something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
these moderate
day. Try
Fire
with bath, and
pleased.
Proof
every room with bath.

This

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

and

A

With Imported Magneto.

MotorOyde without a doubt with trouble
lelt at toe iaciory.

Gents' Custom

and repairing of your
FURNITURE
It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do

Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.

104 Galisteo Street
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS.. Agts.,

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N.M.

Santa Fe,

You cannot get up to date printing
material
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Ycur
orders are always assured personal at
tendon.

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company nave on band
and can make up promptly tbe latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and en
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

FR:i)AY,

JUNE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAX. SAXTA FE, N.

1912.

21,

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

HAGE

M.

THRti

With a Discriminating Taste Will Appre
ciate the Beauty and Superiority of Our
Oxfords and Pumps at a Glance.

THE WELL DRE SSED WOMAN

These are Button Models, Ties and Pumps, Patent Kid, Dull Finish
Leather, Handsome Tans, Suedes, Velvets and Satins in Black, White
or in many Choice Colorings.
A

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00.

PUMPS
This Is a Strong Advertisement.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Department

June 10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June 8, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 115S8, for lots 7 and 8 and
south half of southeast quarter, section 6, township, 13 north, range 9
ast, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the 17. S. land office,
ar Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Juan Sanche-7- , of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(015975)

Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
y, 1891 (20 Stats., 851), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (2'.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito,
SE
SE
for the SW
S. 34,
S
SW
SE
SE
N
T. 22 N., R. 1 W., SW
NE
SE
N
S
NE
SE
NE
NE
NW
W
NE
Wl-- SE
SE
NE
NE
NE
NE
SE
SW
NE
NE
NE
NE
SE
E
NE
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
NW
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario Lu- cero, E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
follo-

4

2

4

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

2

4

Come in and Make Us Prove It

who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mention
ed time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

JOHN PFLUEGER

!

s

making appropriations for deficiencies in revenues of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurred by the requirements of existing

A Game of Madman's Bluff.
(From the New York Herald.)
Now comes the direct and studied
appeal to the mob. The third term
candidate last night in Chicago delivered a speech designed to create vioconvention
lence in the Republican
N
which meets today. Under all circunistances it is the most dangerous
utterance that has been delivered in
this country, except by sandlot orators.
or Industrial Workers of the World.
Hoi
V theThe meaningof is as unmistakable
the speeches of Denis;
meaning
Kearney of more than thirty years ago,1
or of Haywood, the leader of the cle- of violence, of today.
S
There can be no mistaking the elah-!itoiate phrases that the candidate
If the
decides
convention
l.'oys.
him it shall be dissolved, beal-iinen and thrown into the street. His
tn f.,r,-is

Jr
i
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paper-boun-
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Courier-Journal-

ut

run-dow-
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God Loves America.
)
(From the Louisville
"God loves America." But the other
was saying
day the Courier-Journa- l
s
that the Roosevelt propaganda
ed to its last analysis and carried to
lial word. vvas iiu invocation to

ad-;-

READ'S

W

NATURE'S
TONIC

anpl

s

Del-gad-

1

Solid brick walls tied together with
steel rods were not strong enough to
sustain the S.OOO gallon tank of water
which had been placed on the top of
to his' the coal bin at the liirht nlant. at Silver
candidate himself screams
neiizieu iuiiuweis; it iney asu tut me
With onlv a Blight warnins
swora tney snan nave it.
it came c rashing down into tht
(rack,
What has Theodore Roosevelt audi
his hysterical crew to do with organ-- j
Ized
Harry K. Thaw
might be a suitable person to preside!
over such a convention as Mr. Roose-anhis followers are trying to
veil
hold. but not Elihu Root.

room. Engineer Thompson
boiler
heard the crack and stepped out to
see what was wrong, thereby saving
The rush of water extinhis life.
guished the fires, and the town was in
darkness for several hours while a
gang of workmen were removing the
bricks and coal from in front of the
furnace doors.

The very great majority of persons need a tonic in the
Spring or early
Summer.
The system undergoes a change at this season and
the entira
The general bodily weakness, a tired,
physical machinery is disturbed.
worn-ofeeling, fickle appetite, poor digestion, a half sick feeling and a
n
condition of the system, show that the blood is weak or.
general
a blood purifying tonic is needed to build up the
and
anaemic,
deranged
and
enrich
the blood.
The use of S. S. S. at this time may sava
system
you from a long spell of sickness, and it will certainly prepare you for the
long, hot Summer.
have put off using a tonic until the system
ow
t!le 1:,ke 8ido became so weakened Many pe. pie
antl
and depleted it could not successfully throw off disease
threaten-against
Roosevelt leaders
germs, and have paid for the neglect with a spell of fever, malaria or soma
Taft leaders with "the Commune. ' other debilitating sickness.
S. S. S. is Nature's ideal tonic.
It is a
seems a proper iiem 01 a.uun composition of the extracts and juices of roots, herbs and bark3 which,
science
and experience have proven are best fitted for a tonic to the humaa
unseen
would turnish a fitting
scene. Nor would it be the first time system. It contains no minerals of any kind and is therefore perfectly safe
for persons of any age. S. S. S. tones up the stomach and
digestion, rid3
the red flag has floated there in tragic the
The Appeal to Riot.
system of that tired, worn-ofeeling, and imparts vigor and strength:
Curios to every
momentary
triumph.
though
of
the
part
body. It purities and enriches the blood, stimulates
(From the New York World.)
that it should wave over the secreting and excreting
members to better action,
the over"Popular government is organized
columns of hysteric men1 strained nerves, and makes one feel better in every way. quiets
marching
said Elihu Root in one
THE
themselves
SPECIFIC
SWIFT
CO.. ATLANTA. fiA- calling
Republicans.
Thej
of his Yale lectures.
more important spectacle and impres-- j
A man who is callable of uttering five
lesson, however, is not blood, but.
such words is not fit to preside over a money.
If the Roosevelt
program
e
Republican national convention from goes through it will be by the
which Theodore Roosevelt demands a
of the delegates.
Uehind Roosenomination for president.
Roosevelt velt stands the steel Crust. Perkins
might forgive Senator Root for being lis there, we are told, "with the goods."
a reactionary, but he could not for- Hut. most of all, Roosevelt is there
give Root for being sane.
himself.
What a commentary upon
This is no time to believe in organ-- the people and the times!
With a
As Cecil Lyon, one thrice beaten candidate for president
ized
of the most valiant of the Roosevelt reporting the proceedings 'for a price'
field marshals, says: "We will hang and a two times president whooping
them to the
along Michi- them up 'for a price," all dignity and
gan avenue and we will make the city grace seem departed from the great
of Chicago resemble Paris at the time office of president, one would think
we cannot go lower in the descent to
of the Commune."
That is the way to talk, while the Avernus."
WAY.
SANTA
s

laws."
Approved June 13, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
V
the first day of July, 1912, and absoafdue
and
five
lutely
payable
years
ter their date, interest payable semiannually at the rale of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said period to be evidenced by coupons at
tached to the said bonds, interest pay
able on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest payable at the office of the State
Treasurer, Santa Fe. New Mexico, the
aid bonds to be redeemable one- fifth each year, in serial number com
mencing with number one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
urst of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addressed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the 15th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o"clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
ENGLAND WANTS TO BACK
HER ROYAL STANDARD.
Treasurer of the State of New Mexico.
one-fift- h

OF LIGHT WORKS.

ROOF

HOW THE BIG PAPERS VIEW IT

i

Much outside interest is being manifested in the De Vargas Pageant on July 5.
are pouring in. At
least one large moving picture
concern
has made arrangements to take views of the
pageant and of the city on that
day.
The first mounted rehearsal
will take place next week. As
most of those participating also
took part last year, the success
of the pageant is assured. In
addition to the hundred Indians
in war costume from the various Indian pueblos, the following have been selected for the
Spanish part of the pageant:
George W. Armijo, Celso Lopez,
.1. C. Sanchez, Abran Sena, Ramon Martinez, Facundo Ortiz,
Telesforo
Francisco
Rivera,
Rodriguez, Felix Baca, Lorenzo Trujillo, Vid.tl Lopez, Bea-tri-z
Vigil, Antonio F. Martinez,
Florencio
Lorito
Martinez,
Sena. Miguel Sena, Jose T.
Garcia, Pedro Gabaldon. J. V.
Conway, Cruz Carrillo, Iazaro
Vigil, Deniecio Vigil, Marcelino
Apodaca, Agustin Hunter, J. S.
Candelario, Cnndido Herrera,
Manuel Ortiz y Baca, Rafuel
Gonzales,
Medrano, Damacio
Jose Labadie, Santos Ortiz,
Pablo Iacassagne, T. P.
Carlos Barranca, Ed
Frank Ortiz y Rodriguez,
M. A. Otero, Jr., Luna Bergere,
A. J. Luna,
Vicente Aland,
Eniilio Ortiz, Fred Aland, Juan
J. Ortiz, Martin Borrego, Hilario Delgado, Benito Alarid, Antonio Chaves, Tomas Medina,
Lorenzo Gutierrez, Emilio Delgado, Alfredo Delgado, Mariano Sena, Jr., and Pancracio
Sena.

CALL FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
$200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
of New Mexico to be issued under authority of an act of the First State
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
'An Act providing funds and making,
appropriations for the first fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state in-- ,
cebtedness and sinking fund requirements thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational, state and charit-- '
able institutions and hospitals and all
other expenses required by existing:
laws of the State of New Mexico and

s

V

Many Outside Inquiries Moving Picture Firm Will
Take Views.

cross-examin- e

V

'

5

THROUGH

TANK CRASHES
GREAT INTEREST IN
DE VARGAS PAGEANT.

The New exlcan t rtntlng Com- British Offer to Trade Cannon Captured at Bunker Hill for Flag
pany is always prepared to turn out
and Mace Taken by Americans.
your brief and transcript work quickGive ui
Canada
ly, and at the right price.
Boston, June 21. From
a trial.
comes a report that, the government
feels constrained to accede to a re-- !
quest alleged to have been made by
the Bunker Hill Monument Association of this city that a diminutive can-- i
non, for many years past shown at the
citadel in Quebec as a capture by the
j British at Bunker Hill, June 1",
OF N E
be given up, that it may hereafter be
treasured as a relic of the battle of
'.Bunker Hill.
deThe most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the
It is felt in Canada, however, that if
tails of the struggles and dangers of the early Spanish settlers up to the
the old cannon is given up to the
Read
New
Mexico, as Mr.
present era. It isthe history of facts concerning
Americans the United States govern-- '
is in possession of the original documents that In themselves are priceless
ment should reciprocate by giving up
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
to Toronto the British royal standard
1
read able type,
and the mace of the legislature, capSPECIAL PRICKS TO KDUCATOKS, INS HTCTIONS. ETC.
tured at York, Canada, April 27, 1S13.
The standard and the mace referred
to are now in the naval academy at
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
A Concise History of the Important Purl that Education Meant to the Settlement
Annapolis. The royal standard is said
and Cirowth of Our Slate. Hy Mr. Read, tn a
pamph- to have been the first ever captured
'
let, something that should be in every home in the State. Price, W
from British troops and the only one
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
in existence outside of British dominhe author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
ions. It is 27 feet 5 inches long and
23 feet wide.

ILLUSTRATED

Prices Here Are Always Very Moderate.

Size and Width for Every Foot.

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST

pnr-thas-

1

l.

lamp-post-

s

-

FE ALL THE

MINES AND MINING

!

now shows a splendid vein of bituminous coal. A saw mill is now operated
by power at the mouth of the mine,
turning out the material for a power
plant. It is a 3."0 horsepower plant
with a Corliss engine driven by two
mammoth tubular boilers. The water
supply comes aoout. a mile from a
f pring, over the mountain range at the
south of the mine. As soon as this
plant begins operation the company
contemplates resuming work in the
mine, and the same power is intended
for use in the olher mines in the
neighborhood if the owner should de- sire it, there being ample force for the
mines thereabouts.
These improvements are adding stimulus to the people of the community and lead to the
hoies that the gold seekers wTIl soon
get busy and restore the old town to
its former importance as a business
place.

Water Tank Bursts.
The new concrete water storage
tank at the Agricultural
College
burst and flooded the farm yard and
road.

Salt Lake,
$40.00

Pueblo,

Colo. Springs,

Denver,

$21.10

$50.35

$44.35

$50.35

$16.15

$18.15

Lincoln County.
The "Old Abe" at White Oaks, the
in
next oldest hole in the ground
these parts, and said to be the deep- est dry mine in all the world, is fifteen
hundred feet deep, and now mopera- live. North Homestake is about one
ihousand feet in the main shaft and
one
has a branch south diverging
hundred and fifty feet, thence down
i'gain three hundred feet, making the
entire hole 1300 feet from the surface. The South Homestake has a
The
25 feet deep.
vertical shaft
North Homestake mine is the property
of the Wildcat Mining and Leasing
company, a home concern. This company suspended work on this mine a
few weeks ago, and is now engaged
in opening their coal mines on tlx?
of Carizo mountain,
north foothills
about two and one half miles east, of
the town. They are putting in l
splendid plant for working the mines
by electricity as far as possible, and
sending a current by wire to operate
the Homestake mines nearly four
miles away. This coal mine is in its
infancy, but the quality improves
gradually as the depth increases and

St. Paul,

St. Louis,

Chicago,

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco

Los Angeles,

San Francisco

San Diep,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th, 1912.
limit, October 31st, 1912.

On sale daily, June 1st

Return

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

San Francisco

Los Angeles,

Sat Francisco,

San Diego

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit,
1912.
Also on sale August 29, JO, 31, Sept.
2, 3, 5. 6, 1912. Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.
r
Privileges.

sale June
August 12,

On

Liberal

Stop-Ove-

LOW RATES TO MANY

OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M
A

TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
at

40 per cent, from regular selling price 10 per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without inLots out of this addition
have placed upon the market 100 Fifty-Foof them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES- terest or taxes. There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after-10I

ot

0

Since I have acquired this property three years ago I
have sold over $35,000.00 worth on a basis of the regular
map prices and up to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
two or three instances where the purchases were large
running as high as $5,000. That the marked prices ara
the original can be verified from more than fifty plats
with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
dealers and individuals who have
the hands of
purchased. This addition lies between the State University and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the Uio Grande valley for miles. There
has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 100
real-esta-

te

acres of land one mile east of the University for permanent

This means a car line out to the Unithe fair grounds. When this car line
to
on
and
versity
is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks
of it will he worth from 50 to 100 more than the present
map prices.
Silver Avenue is the principal street through the addition. This street is graded its entire length and iino
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length of
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, although most of them sold brought full map prices.

fair grounds.

'

i

22
45
80
55
10--

i

39
45
10
20
14
9

7
5

lots at $100 each
lots at 115 "
lots at 200 "
lots at 125 "
lots at 150 "
lots at 225 "
lots at 250 "
lots at 275 "
lots at ;S00 "
lots at 325 "
lots at 351 ;
lots at 375 "
lots at 400 "

There are in the addition Ki lots at
4 lots at

450
550

"
"

This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably
is no other city in tiie United States with anywhere near
the prospects of Albuquerque that close in lots can be
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
be sold in a hurry. If you are interested write for a full
sized city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot.
Xo reservations out of the 480 unsold lots, you can pick
anv of them.

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.
AIL

P. STAMM,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ETFE
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SANTI FE NEW MEXICAN,

SA2TTA'
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
axes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
a Year.
Post Office of State,
EL NUEVO WEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
(
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
Vice President and General Manager.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN,

FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

$2-0-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION J
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

Entered as Second Class Mattel- at the Santa Fe Postoffle?,
?3.50 j
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, six aimths, by nikii
.25
1.00
Daily, per week by carrier
Weekly, six triihths......
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
2.00
Weekly,
year
'.er
65
Dally, per month, by mail
50
Weekly,
per
quarter..,
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

or
must be accompanied by a
better fish caught by the applicant.
Mr. Rodgers of the Chicago Board

and Mr. Arthur Hately called at Valley Ranch yesterday.
and Mr.
Mr. Stewart of EI I'aso

Valley Ranch Activities,

'

Valley Ranch, N. Mex., June 2uv 1912. Wolf of
the Albuquerque Herald are of Trade, accompanied by his wife
A horseback party consisting of the new
additions to the Valley Ranc h Ang- and children will arrive on No. 1 toMisses May and Ccnswlf.
Bergere lers' Club. Applications to sai dclub day.

'I
It.
climate.
including
unsurpassed
only remains for Santa Fe to make the
most of it.

Pennsylvania, yeas 12; nays 61.
Rhode Island, yeas 10; nays 0.
soutn Carolina, yeas 12; nays o, one
not voting.
South Dakota, yeas 0; nays 10.
Tennessee, yeas 23; nays 1.
Texas, yeas 29; nays 9, 2 not voting,
1'tah, yeas 7; nays 1.
Vermont, yeas 7 nays 1.
A'ermont, yeas C nays 2.
Virginia, yeas 21 nays 1, 1 not vot- ing.
Washington, yeas 12; nays 0.
West Virginia, yeas 0; nays 16.
Wisconsin, yeas 0; nays 25, one ah

REMARKS.

WHAT ARE WE HERE FOR?
The Roswell Register Tribune criticizes severely the Republican state
It will riot pay, during the next ten
executive committee for not recom- days to get so' busy watching the ReTHE PLANNING OF AN IDEAL
steam rolTOWN.
mending the reappointment of A. E. publican and Democratic
X HELP MUST COME FROM
The planning of an ideal town costs Curren at the federal land office at lers, as to neglect the plow and tilt
WITHOUT.
Fort Sumner.
old time road drag.
nothing.
The New Mexican in going
The Register Tribune is staunchly
over the files of the past fifty
The making of an ideal town is
The Witchita Kansas Beason asks
years is struck with the almost X ,.hmer in the end than the remodel-- ; Republican and therefore its accusamerits attention. There were how in blazes a Fourth of July can be
innumerable small enterprises
nig
weighty reasons, however, for Mr. sale and sane with a prize fight, a
to develop the natural re- Xi grow any way it pleases.
sent.
sources of New Mexico that
But the planning must precede tin; Curreu not being recommended for re- presidential campaign and the big
Wyoming, yeas 6; nays 0.
X niflliinfr.
appointment. These the editor of the leagues all in action at the same time.
failed.
Alaska, yeas 2; nays 0.
no doubt learn,
may
Tribune,
Register
New Mexico is a graveyard
The world has outgrown the days
District of Columbia, yeas 2; nays 0.
Herbert
W.
from Slate Secretary
This fly society note is reported by
of industrial ambitions that
when anything could succeed without
Hawaii, yeas C; nays 0.
even
or
from
former
Clark,
Secretary the Galena Times:
perished because they were not
being planned. Towns, like business, Nathan Jaffa, a member of the state
Philippines, yeas 2; nays 0.
to
an
addition
had
"Hear
financed.
you've
comproperly
cannot prosper in these days of
Porto Rico, yeas 2: nays 0.
committees. your family," said the first fly.
and executive
central
Take the history of Santa Fe
petition without some definite plan, But let is be understood, that the
Total vote, yeas 5C9; nays 499; 10
second
admitted
In
the
the
"A
one,"
slight
the past fifty years.
except it be by accident and accidents executive committee in no
not voting.
thouinstance,
hundred
two
sum
has
aggregate an immense
are ton times oftener unfortunate than acted on its own initiative. The rec- fly. "This morning
With me announcement of the resand baby flies arrived. Come on, and
been expended in seeking to
fortunate.
of the first roll call it was evisult
voiced
made
ommendations
merely
for the
I'll set up the ptomaines
give this town industries; to
dent that the Roosevelt people would
Scribner's Magazine for July is al- those of county central committees
and
crowd."
other
the
mineral
develop
most entirely given to a series of and of other petitioners.
go "straight down the line" righting
resources of this immediate
articles by high authorities on the
case, and demanding a roll call
every
standa
much
that
Of
insists
William
late years,
higher
Jennings Bryan
vicinity.
on
each.
and building of the ideal
planning
aid is demanded from federal officials he is at the Chicago convention only
The Cerrillos
district, the
The result of 569 to 49S tabled the
town.
than formerly. In some cases, New in his capacity as a newspaper
New Placer district, the footresolution.
a
number
of
Similarly, the June
hills all around, are covered
representatives were told er. The last time Mr. Bryan reported Hadley
Mr. Watson then renewed Walker's
to
- a
devoted
incummacity
planning,
was
magazine
an
we
and
such
such
that
of
believe,
convention,
remnants
flatly
with
Chicago
costly
motion in effect to table the minority
"The American City," is filled entirely bent could not be reappointed because in 1S96 or thereabouts,
chinery, with shafts that were
report.
an
done
with
account
work
of
by
of his intemperate habits, or because
sunk and tunnels that were dug
Flocking to Taft Standard.
women in city building. In that mini-be- of his addiction to vice, or because of
Revised.
into the mountain side. Money-wa- s
The shift began with Idaho, whose
the work done by the Woman's his neglect of official duties. No mat- - Two flies with hut a single swat,
raised for artesian wells,
Board of Trade of Santa Fe occupies ter how many committees recommend
eight votes changed on the second
Two flies that died as one,
for fruit canneries, for colleges,
showed
for every conceivable enter- V no unimportant place, in an article him, the appointing power would not That's really going some, eh what? roll call. The second roll call
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin of this city. consider them.
important Taft gains'; Wisconsin gave
Let the good work go on.
prise, the prospectus for which X by
a solid vote of 25 to the Taft side. The
The day is past when a public office
Detroit Free Press.
in each case, promised big. But X But it all goes to show that thinkofficial announcement of the vote to
in every instance, home capital X ing men and women the world over, can be regarded as a philanthropic
the minority report on the. table
'a?
X
enfor
an
to
to
make
much
A
attention
asserts
institution
Ere
lift
the
that';
to
London
easy
sufficient
living
city
was not
giving
physician
was
yeRs 605; nays 464. The announce- well
X
is
sanimixer.
more
The
It
hv
WPV
some
basis.
are
ranwd
beautiful,
building.
good political
X terprise to the paying
a
01 me oig lau gam sum
meni
X
men
are getting The doctor will, we presume, admit
The New Mexican particulartary, attractive you make Santa Fe, that this is so, that
X
residents it will down to the fact that political battles that 'weak necks are not the sole demonstration Dy tne Tart people,
X ly refers to Santa Fe because X the more worth-whilwhich Chairman Koot stoppea wan tne
X the older people here can well X attract. The man of means seeking are not a contest for loaves and fishes, cause of headaches however.
gavel.
a
of
X
not
out
a
new
home
for
will
the
but
that
times
the
great
fight
pick
triumph
X recount
many
certainly
The chairs in the coliseum at Chi"Billy" Taft and "Billy" Bryan.
X perfectly good dollars were X for himself an unhealthful, immoral, principles that will benefit every votMr.
er, all humanity.
During a brief intermission,
X raised by subscription or other- X unsanitary location.
cago are fastened to the floor so that
X wise, to help along some sure X, Santa Fe should hustle to get into
the delegates could not swing them in Bryan passed down to the rear of the
that was X the same class with civic centers like GENERAL EDWARD STUYVE3ANT a riot As the temporary chairman is hall with Governor warmotn ot l,oui-- j
X thing proposition
armotn. He was
armed with a gavel, the delegates if na to meet Airs.
X going to make a city out of the X Pasadena, Santa Barbara,
and other
BRAGG,
ail the way, the band playing
X village and assure prosperity X towns which without one quarter the!
There died yesterday at Fo;td du absolutely have no show in a fight to cheered
"1 always dream of Billy."
X ever afterwards. But every one X fundamental advantages that nature !l8P, wis., at an advanced age, Gen-ha- s the finish.
X of the twenty-sicounties, old X
Arizona Taft Delegates Win.
bestowed upon Santa Fe have
whose
Edward Stuyvesant Bragg,
X and new, can tell the same tale. X grown this ancient Capital in beauty,
MAJORITY OF TAFT FORCES
at this particular time is
The convention was called to order
passing
X To the small investor there is X
morality, in sanitariness and there-- i 1)0cially worthy of note since in his
INCREASE TO 73 VOTES. again at 2:43 p. m. Dovell of WashX only one sure thing and that X fore in population and prosperity.
d.iys of activity he aided largely in
ington presented the report of the
X
X is the intensive cultivation of
It is a business proposition purely, the making of political and military
(Continued From Page One.1
committee sustaining the
credentials
tract of fertile land x' just as Scribner's puts it when it
X a
It was
in the I'nited States.
in Arizona and moved
Taft
history
delegates
X with an ample water right. X says:
General Bragg who, in seconding the the minority members of the creden-- its adoption.
X And even that means hard
"If for no other reason, therefore the nomination of Grover Cleveland, made tials committee to the majority state
Sullivan of Ohio moved to suhsti- X work and years of patience beand
law
the
in
ninth
of
ment
facts
he
when
convention
of
hit
that
the
ortown
mode
must
be considered,
ti:te the minority for the majority reX fore such ranches as the Dock-weil- X
Watson moved to table. The roll
and developed on a business said, "w e love him for the enemies Alabama case.
ganized
X
ranch at Tesuque are X
renewed his motion to table. iv as called by states. The official vote
and the value of the experience he has made." The words became the
Walker
basis;
X
X created.
And again, Before it was out, Dovell made a fur - on Arizona was: Yeas 364; nays 497;
acquired or any success achieved will slogan of that campaign.
On the other hand, when X depend first and last on obtaining jit was General Bragg who turned ther statement in support of the ma - not voting 17.
X
X ever ample capital from the X results in the face of conditions no! from the Democratic party during the jority report.
Confusion.
X more favorable than
X outside stepped in and developthe
Walker temporarily withdrew his
ordinarily met McKinley campaign to support
Watson moved to lay on the table
X ed New Mexico prospects on a X with in other land developments, and 'martyred president, because he favor- - motion to table to give Hadley oppor- - ihe motion to substitute the minority
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convention with a late night session.
California, yeas 2; nays 24.
X Tucumcari to Texas, from
X For it would have been a pity to mar f eels of a convention is far from being
Called to Order Again.
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There was much confusion as
e time
writing out your legal formr
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will spread the fame of Santa rama of the entire San Gabriel Val-F- when you can get them already printNorth Dakota, yeas 14; nays 34.
ing for the majority report.
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in hospitality to every corner of ley."
The committee placed upon the per
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And Santa Fe hag all that and more, Company.
the land.
manent roll ot the convention the six
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at large from Michi
gan, headed by John D. Mackey. The
roll call showed 29 votes ayes to 10
noes.
Watson declined that it was assert
ed before the national committee and
never denied that the Taft delegates
received a majority in the fourth district of California. Governor Hiram
Johnson was the next speaker, taking
vigorous part in the discussion for the
minority.
Bryan Cheers.
Governor Johnson declared that the
California case went to the root of the
question. He was wildly cheered as
he said: "Shall the people rule?"
Mr. Bryan joined in the applause to
Governor Johnson's remarks.
Johnson Given More Time.
Johnson denied Watson's statement
that Taft had a majority in the fourth
district. Johnson's speech was inter
rupted by the gavel. Herbert Parsons
of New York, moved 'that his time be
extended.
Unanimous consent was
given and the governor continued.
Only Thirty Seconds.1
Johnson closed 5:10 with a tribute to
Roosevelt.
The Roosevelt adherents
broke out with yells' of "We want
Teddy!" The demonstration lasted for
about 30 seconds. The roll was called
on Watson's motion to table the minority report.
The vote on the motion to lay the
minority report on California on the
table was:
Alabama, yeas 22; nays 2.
Arizona, yeas 6; nays 0.
. .
Arkansas, yeas 17; nays 1.
California, yeas 0; nays 24; two con...
,
tested not voting.
Colorado, yeas 12 ; nays 0.
Connecticut, yeas 14; nays 0.
Delaware, yeas 6; nays O.Florida, yeas 12; nays 0.
Georgia, yeas 28; nays 0.
Idaho, yeas 0; nays 8.
Illinois, yeas 8; nays 50.
Indiana, yeas 20; nays 10.
Iowa, yeas 15; nays 11.
Kansas, yeas 2; nays 18.
Kentucky, yeas 23; nays 3.
Louisiana, yeas 20; nays 0.
Maine, yeas 0; nays 12.
Maryland, yeas 1; nays 14, one not
voting.
Massachusetts, yeas 18; nays IS.
Maryland changed, doubling her negative vote, causing a sensation.
The Roosevelt people thus far had
made a gain of 23 on this roll call.
Missouri asked to be passed.
Michigan, yeas 20; nays 10.
Minnesota, yeas 1; nays 24.
;
Mississippi, yeas 16; nays 4.
Missouri passed.
'.;
.
Montana, yeas 8; nays 0.
New Jersey, yeas 0; nays 28.
New Mexico, yeas 6; nays 2.
'.,
Nevada, yeas 6; nays 0.
New Hampshire, yeas 8; nays 0. ,
Nebraska, yeas 0; nays 16.
New York, yeas 75; nays 15, (challenged.)
When New York was reached, a
change of eleven for would destroy
Taft delegates

the Taft lead.
3C3

The vote then stood

270.

Motion to adopt California minority
Total
report carried, Taft victory.
yeas, 542; nays, 529; only 13 majority

for Taft.
Missouri saved the day for Taft, as
the vote was against Taft until Missouri which had passed its vote swung
the scales for Taft giving him 542
votes, only two more than necessary
above the 540 needed for a majority.
This may mean Hadley's nomination
for the
The convention took a recess after
the credentials committee had reported unanimously in favor of seating
the Georgia Taft delegates.
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HARVARD WINS VARSITY
RACE OVER YALE. X
New London, Conn., June 21. V
Harvard wins the varsity race V
over Yale.
X

Started Late.
Regatta Course, New London, Conn.,
varsity-racJune 21. The Harvard-Yalwas started 5:47 p. m.
e

Defeated by Six Lengths.

New
London,.
Regatta Course,
defeated
Conn., June 21. Harvard
Yale by six lengths in the annual varsity eight oared race on the Thames
river here this afternoon. This made
a clean sweep for the Crimson, the
Harvard freshmen eight, and varsity
four oar crews having defeated their
Yale rivals early in the day.
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received word yesterday that .Mrs.
FRANK AV. CLANCY,
if he proposes to take up with
the;
Attorney General. ally
Ileneys, Johnsons and Forts.
Holloman vs. Lelb.
"I have been disgusted with much
The syllabus in the contest case of
of the anarchistic talk I have heard
i
Reed Holloman vs. Thomas U. Leib.
in many of the Roosevelt caucuses."
dismissed by the supreme court recently, without prejudice, and because
THE LATEST IN
C.
the court declined to take jurisdiction, JUAN PACHECO IS
Is as follows:
BURIED HERE TODAY.
Phone. Black 204.
415 Palace Avenue.
:x:
A proceeding by in formation in the
For
and Early
nature of quo warranto to try title to Young Man Was Shot and Killed by
Officer at Alamosa, Colorado
Fall Wear.
a public office, is not a proceeding
While Attending Dance.
against the officer as such, but is con
fined in its scope to an inquiry as to
Juan Pacheco, the young man shot
whether the person is lawfully hold-inand killed by an officer in Alamosa,
the office.
Southeast of Plaza.
Under the provisions of Sec. 15 of Colorado, last Saturday night, was
Art G of the constituion the chief jus- buried in Guadalupe cemetery here
With
Finest Line of Sterling Silver Ware
tice of this court has powe.- - to desig today after services in Guadalupe
H.
KAUNE
CO. nate any district judge in tne state church. He had no parents and no
In the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale
to hold court in any district whenever family but had been reared by Esqui-pulAND OTHER PATTERNS.
Pacheco in this city.
the public business may
requite,
See
to
the
information
According
given
whether the require'Vfient aris?s out
of an undue accumulation ol ausin 'ss. his friends here, young Pacheco ivas
for Safe
San Francisco j
or by reason of the disqualification of shot in a most cold blooded manner.
Reliable Jeweler
Street
d'slrict Judge to sit ;u 'ny ore It is said that owing to some trouble
at a dance, the officer had arrested
more cases.
Pacheco proThe provision of the sealon for Pacheco's companion.
trials 1 e fore a member of the bar as tested and the officer then arrested
be
is permissive him despite his protests and forced
Judge pro tempore
him to walk towards the jail, pointmerely, and does not control the other
ing a pistol at him. On the way to
section.
of
the
provisions
the jail, a discussion arose between
Funds for State Treasury.
Ihe three men and the officer fired
PHONE 85 MAIN.
The following moneys have been re- four
shots, one of which pierced Paceived by O. N. Marron, state treas- checo's abdomen.
He lived three
urer: Game protection, $21; convicts' hours in terrible
AND RETAIL
suffering and died
fund
state
road
fund,
$017.80;
iig
before he could be taken to a hospital.
of
from commissioners
SWASTIKA LUMP
I'nion county,
FACTORY WOOD
We
$275; slate tax Wells Fargo Company,
LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
Advise
$S0C.9o.
GUS SOLIGNAC DIED
STEAM
COAL
WOOD
CORD
Basis of Assessment.
IN ST. LOUIS HOSPITAL.
ANTHRACITE
Frank W. Clancy, member of the
slate board of equalization, has sent
Montezuma
Former Santa Fe Attorney SucAvenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
a circular letter to all treasurer and
cumbs to Fever Contractcollectors and assessors in an effort
for full
ed in Philippines.
to learn the basis of assessment of
before
property in each county. The letter
Dr. S. D. Swope has just reonly
follows:
you
turned to Deming, from St.
nice Dear Sir As a member of the state
Louis, where he went accomboard of equalization and for use in
panying Gus Solignac to the V
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
connection with the official work of
Sisters'. hospital at that place.
price.
MANUFACTURER OF
that board, I desire to learn from you
Mr. Solignac has since died of
what is the basis of assessment estab
of the brain. Mr.
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RIGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
softening
lished in your county. We have had
Solignac was at one time a
Both Native and tiermantown Wool Used.
5!
rather uncertain and indefinite inforattorney of New
prominent
mation on this subject showing great
List.
for
Send
Price
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
Mexico. He was one of three
variation in the percentage of actual
119 Don Qaspar Avenue.
who had charge of
attorneys
of
value adopted for the valuation
the famous Friars' land case
property for purposes of taxation in
in the Philippines.
While in
We Have Our First Arrival of
the different counties, although the
the Philippines, Mr. Solignac
law requires every assessor to assess
contracted a fever from which
CANTALOUPES
property to the best of his judgment,
he has never fully recovered.
full cash
at
and
Information
its
belief,
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine
He has spent the greater part
value. This has not been done, howof the last two years with his
ever, and therefore it becomes necesbrother Emile Solignac on the
sary for our guidance to know what
latter's farm near Denting.
has been done In each county
KAUNE
&
H.
CO. inactually
25c
lived
the state.
Attorney Solignac
j
Southern PacificTrains to Stop.
many years In Santa Fe and
.
&
in
Cold
connection.-Hot
Furnished rooms
Baths. Electric Lifhts
The state corporation commission,
practiced law here before going
to the Philippines.
in response to residents of Cambray,
G. LL?E HERRERA,
1222 San Francisco Street
::
::
Prop.
Luna county and of Separ, Grant coun- -

the balance

this month

BENJAMIN S CLOTHING

IMRS. W. LINDilARDT,

g.

"Wil-lar-

H. F

W. E. GRIFFIN

IHTIH

MILLINERY

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
B.

Great Bargains

contracted a severe cold and was
to her bed. Her illness is not
eon-fine-

PERSONAL

AGE FIVE

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

JULIUS H. GERDES,

Established

1856.

Incorporated

If OJ
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Foulards and Messages

j
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.
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r,-

All

the Latest Novelties

f

P.

Beginning Friday, Jane

BROS. COMPANY.

FURNITURE

i-t-

INSURANCE
I

SURETY

BONDSREAL ESTATE

nto-h-

weeks.-AlbiKiu-

ijj

ill
V)

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-Cia-

ijj

O. C. WATSON & CO.
l issan

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
oanta re, nevt Mexico.
rrancisco St.,

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,
JAMES

WHITE FELT HATS

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

McCONVERY,

Mid-Summ- er

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

Just Arrived!

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

eripie

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

ss

?

21,

open-and-sh-

Phone 36.

O. Box, 219.

CARPETS

i

f

ifl Silk Parasols

Prices Away Down,

SELIII1

SELIGMAN

iuit

Great Reduction on AH Summer Tissues.
Beautiful Line of Summer Lawns.

1

DGLF

i

.

.

.

Values for

on;

1

JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

MISS A. MUGLER.

?

JUNE WEDDINGS

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

I

STRAWBERRIES

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

v

Will
at
Their Lowest
During Week
Beginning

June

BY FIRST MAIL

nj

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

FIRST-CLAS-

For Hire

I
jj

S

I

Phone Black 9.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

Prop'f

Always Complete.

S.

Horses- -

THEODORE CORRICK,

COALALL SIZES.

Coronado Restaurant

HACK SERVICE
:::

CERILLOS

s

jOur Vegetable Line Is

'204 W. Palace Ave.

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle

CUKKICK'S HACK LINE

WHOLESALE

s

Inspect Them.

B.TONN1ES,

H. C. YONT2,

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Buying for
Preserving
Let us have your order
crate er more three
wanted. The
days
way to get what
ias
want and have them
and fresh and at the right

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

Our Fine Selections and Get Our Prices.

17.

Strongly

rSSTTTTm
1 1 1

i

.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

RETURNED

o

Where Prices are Lowest
Quality.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

WORK

the

8

S.

j

a

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Short Orders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. X.
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Louis Rocky

Pacific

Railway

Company,
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Bowels are Basis
of Child Health

MATERIAL LAS VEGAS
PRIZE FIGHT FACTS.

The careful mother, who watches
closely the physical peculiarities of
her children, will soon discover that
the most important thing in connection with a child's consteat good
health is to keep the buwels regularly open. Sluggish bowels will be fol
lowed by loss of appetite, restless-ness duniig sleep, irritability and a
dozen and one similar evidences of
physical disorder.
At the first sign of such disorder
give the child a teaspoonful of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on
retiring and repeat the dose the fol-- j
more than
lowing night if necessary
that will scarecly be needed. You
will find that the child will recover
its accustomed good spirits at once
and will eat and sleep normally.
This remedy is a vast improvement
over salts, cathartics, laxative waters
and similar things, which are alto-- '
gether too powerful for a child. The

Battleground East Las Vegas, N. M.
Date July 4. Starting time, 2 p. m.
Chicago time, 3 p. m.
chamPrincipals Jack
Johnson,
pion; native of Galveston, Texas, and
Jim Flynn, challenger; native of
N. J.
Last two fights Johnson: K. O.,
Jim Jeffries, 15 rounds, Reno, Nev.,
July 4, 1910. K. O., Stanley Ketchel,

i
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April 28th.
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RATON NEW MEXICO'

ra

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturda ys.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

j

j

j

Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

(From the Santa Fe New Mexican
of .lune 21, 1SS7.)

The following officers were elected
as commanders of the militia company in Santa Fe, Captain W. R.
Baird, First Lieutenant James L.
and Colonel Lieutenant Edward B. Fisher. It is announced that
Captain Baird contemplates resigning
to make way for a more experienced
drill master.
M. A. Otero returned last night to
Las Vegas.
The New Mexican regrets to announce that the Jesuit Brothers
at Las Vegas, which has played so
important a part in the educational
interests of the territory in the past,
is to be transferred from that place
to the city of Denver.
This morning, Col. D. B. Abrams of
to the Denver
Golden, expressed
branch of the IT. S. mint, his usuil
of half a
shipment
pound of gold dust. The incident
prompted some reportorial investigation of the subject. As near as can
y

Hotel Arrivals.

For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The

West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment ai "Distinguished
tion." Armj officer detailed by Wai

Department.
Through Academic

course, preparing young men for college or business
UN. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation ot 3 7 ml
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tns
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

Palace.
W. G. Kelley, Kansas City.
Mrs. A. Johnson, Racine.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Benclix, Las Vegfls.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Harr, Girard,
Kansas.
W. E. Freeman and wife, Digliton,
Kas
II. C. Lewis, San Francisco.
Mrs. J. E. lewis, San Francisco.
Montezuma.
W. J. Miller, Dalhart, Texas.
David Manahan, Kansas City.
Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque.
Chas. Herrick, Denver.
Martin M. Burns, Colorado Springs.
D. Wr. Salheres, Chicago.
E. E. Fremont, El Paso.
C. W. Wright. Denver.
C. J. Smalley, McPherson, Kans.
G. T. Murray, Hodges, N. M.
W. G. Germain, New York.
D. V. Mead, Warren t Pa.
Alice M. Mead, Warren, Pa.
E. E. Ford, St. Louis.
Majorie Pitman, Colorado Springs.
A. T. Payne, Denver.
Ed. Rich and Gene Clancy, Denver.
G. W. Shippey, Denver.
O. T. Fath, St- Louis, Ho.
C. R. and J. R. Kimball, La Junta.
James Barry, Denver.
-

INSANITY EXPERT
DECLARES THAW SANE.

White Plains, N. Y., June 21. The
third attempt of Harry K .Thaw, slay-

er of Stanford White, to obtain his
freedom, opened here today with the
testimony of Dr. William A. White,
an alienist, in charge of the United
States government hospital at Washington.
Doctor White testified that he had
examined Thaw three times recently,
the latest being last Thursday, when
he spent three hours with him. The
witness added that he had found no
evidences of paranoia.
"Thaw is not insane," he said, "and
it would not be unsafe to liberate him
now."

For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WIJXSON.

Superintendent

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES
On Sale Daily,
June 1st
Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

DAVIDSON'S SAW MiLL
BURNED TO THE GROUND.
Davidson's saw mill, located in the
mountains several miles north of
Pinos Altos, Grant county, was completely destroyed by fire with large
quantities of lumber piled nearby. The
loss is estimated at from $10,000 to
The fire is supposed to have
$12,000.
originated from an ember blown from
a burning slab
pile by the high
wind.

53

"Bring

1 Home a

M titers BotHeof
4

MEYS

Liberal Stopovers

IF VOIR VACATION

HOllKf

IS SHORT USE THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
U

HOURS

, TO ST.

TO CHICAGO,

l

LOUIS, 7 HOURS

Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.

HOURS

and

12 rounds, Colma, Cal., Oct. 16, 1909.
Defeated
Flynn:
Carl Morris, 10
,
rounds, Madison Square Garden,
Sept. 13, 1911. K. O., AI Kaufman, 10 rounds, Kansas City, Mo., Mav
New-York-

work.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
cents or one dollar a large bottle
(a family size) can have a sample bottle sent to the home free of charge
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 Washington St., Monticello,
111.
Your name and address on a postal card will do.

Willico
PmFpr -Cold"
Stops Coughs Cures Colds
OlmlM No Oplt

U

8f. Ft Chddra

For sale by ell druggists.

m

1912.

NOT OF HEART

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,

5, 1911.

Real Facts In Regard To F. R.
Attorney an4 Caunselor at Law.
owns
Huffman's Illness. Relief
Capital Olty Bank Building,
His
Curing
By
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Stomach Ailments.
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District
Waynesville.N.C Mr. F.R. Huffman,
17-1- 8

Ob-tain-

of this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.
's
After other remedies had failed,
restored me to
health. I would not feel safe without
in the house. I consider
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means I was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Thed-ford-

Black-Draug- ht

Black-Draug-

ht

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorn
- New Mexico.
- Santa Fe,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the State.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Ages Johnson, 24; Flynn 31.
measurements taken by Dr. EdG. W. PRICHARD,
win R. Shaw, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
June 15. Dr. Shaw is
Attorney and Counsellj.- - at Law.
New Mexico Medical Society and
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
Santa Fe Medical and Sur
before the State Supreme Court.
gical Association.
Flynn: Height 5.10
weight 196:
will Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Thedford's
reach 70
neck 17; biceps 13
thoroughly cleanse and set in order your
C. W. G. WARD,
forearm 12
chest at rest 39; chest
digestive system.
full inspiration 41
State District Attorney.
chest expiraIt has done this for others, during the
tion 37; waist 341-2- ;
For San Miguel end Mora Counties.
thigh 23
past 70 years, and is today the most Las Vegas,
calf 15.
New Mexico.
Johnson:
height 6.00
weight popular vegetable liver remedy on the
219; reach 73
neck 17: biceps 15; market. Try it.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
forearm 13
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
Attorney-at-Law- .
chest at rest 40
chest full inspiration 42
exchest
Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
be figured out Santa Fe county has
39; waist 36
thigh 26
NATURE AS A "CULPTOR
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
been shipping gold for nearly 200 piration
calf 16.
IN COONEY CANON.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
years. The Pueblos were ihe original
Present
Johnson 2 to
Popular Mechanics for July speaks of
geld miners in this section but the 5 favorite. betting price
EASLEY & EASLEY,
the Cowled "Monk's Heads, in Cooney
quartz leads and placer beds came
John O. Talbott, official betting com. Chas. R. Easley,
Canon, Socorro or.nty, as follows: "Al- Chas. F. Easley,
into great notoriety when the Spanmissioner. Invites all propositions.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
most every western state has one or
iards came in and assumed the reigns
Seating
Prices more natural statues;
capacity 17,150.
some are
of government in 15:i7. Shipments
Practice in the Courts and before
in $10,
$20, and $25.
those days were all towards Chihuacarved so perfectly by the action of Land Department.
Farthest seat from ring 90 feet.
hua on burros and made twice a year.
Land grants and titles examined.
the elements as to te startling in
"All I can say is, that there are at
their expressions. One of the most Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estaa-cia- ,
Slaughter, the Staid and efficient
Ihe
in
time
"
Las Vegas about
prefseht
in
N. M.
artist, has added to the comstriking i the "Monk's Head
fort of his patrons by putting in 20 of the leading sport writers in the Cooney Canon New Mexico, a freak of
country. Among them Ed Smith, of nature which
screen doors.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
brings out in clear relief
Messrs. McKibbon and King of the Hearst papers; Claude Johnstone, a man's face, the head appearing to
.
Attorneys-at-Lawof
the
Kansas
Lani-!
City Star; Harry
Denver, who have been looking over
in all the Courts and Beis of giant proThe
Practice
hooded.
be
figure
who
is free lancing; Root of the
Santa F'e and adjacent country for gan,
and at a distance, sharply fore the Interior Department.
some days, have decided to locate Associated Press, and others. As Las portions
- New Mexico.
outlined against the sky, it seems imTaos, - is
the
Vegas
all
men
and
center,
these
with us and each will settle upon
that it is not the work of some
possible
on
are
I
the
see
no
reason
job,
why
lands near the Galisteo end of the
H. L. ORTIZ,
who may have wrought
Santa Fe valley. Mr. King left for the country should pay any attention ancientit people
with crude tools, yet obtainAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
to
hazy humors and imaginary trou upon
Denver this morning and will bring
a singularly strong and virile exPracticing before all the Courts in
down his family. Mr. McKibbon in- bles coming from Albuquerque or any ing
of countenance."
the
State.
pression
other
point.
tends to engage in agriculture here
- New Mexico
Santa Fe,
"Just now as the date for the match
with the view to gradually going into
the business of producing fruit and is drawing near, and numerous per- POINTERS FOR THE MOTORIST
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
sons imagine that their sole efforts,
fish.
Public Stenographer.
were responsible for the success of Repairing Punctures in Inner Tubes.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the
match, which now When a tube is
punctured, the first
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
is a positive and assured fact, each in
FEDERATION VISITORS WERE
Phone Red 162.
VERY MUCH PLEASED. Iturn comes now with demands rang thing to do is to find out if the puncfrom a few complimentary tickets, jture is in one wall of the tube only
ing
Almost Two Hundred Excursionists to a thousand dollars. Of course the jor if both walls are perforated. Next HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVE..
honest critic and square booster ex-- ! a careful examination should be made
TISE?
Spent an Hour in Ancient
arpects nothing, that is not coming to to determine that no part of the
Tell your story to
Capital.
the
caused
which
has
ticle
puncture
him. The others come in with unreas2,000,000
Readers
Six hours behind their scheduled onable demands, for which in the ag- lodged inside the tube.
Twelve Dollars.
"Then
select
a
red
says
para
patch,"
a
million
dollar gate would not
We will place your
time, the excursion of delegates
advertiseto gregate
a recent Michelin instruction book.
a
the meeting of the Women's Federa- be paying proposition and on being "considerably larger on all sides than ment :n 25 leading newspapers' Sunrefused each in turn goes out to get
for $12 per insertion. Detion at San Francisco, arrived over the even.
jthe injury to be repaired and clean day issue,
circular FREE.
un-- i
scriptive
'the
or
on
flat
its
patch carefully
Santa Fe, yesterday afternoon, short"And from now on I expect to see
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
ly before four o'clock and were re- all kinds of canards flashed and mailed beveled side with emery paper. Now
AGENCY,
ceived at the depot by delegations of through the country, ranging from lay the tube on a convenient flat sur--i
Taos, New Mexico.
the Woman's Board of Trade, the Fif- Flynn laying down to Johnson, or face, such as the dash or step, and
teen Club and others, the automobile Johnson laying down to Flynn, as the with emery paper clean a space
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
around the puncture slightly larger
and carriage owners of Santa Fe hav- visions of the imaginary may
dictate,
Dentist.
ing generously placed their vehicles to the fight being prevented and the than the patch to be used. Coat both
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
the cleaned surfaces with cement and
at the disposal of the visitors. The arena burned down.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
excursion occupied two sections, thir"All these things happen as a toll after this has dried apply a second
teen cars, and numbered almost 200 for being at the head of a big event, coat. In about ten minutes when the Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
women from all parts of the United and promoters of boxing matches must surfaces are still 'tacky' press the
And by Appointment.
States, but mostly from Texas, Okla- pass through this ordeal in every case patch firmly in place taking care that
homa, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana and where a large match is to be decided the edges do not curl. If the patch
little difficulty will be
Minnesota, with some delegates from
"In closing I wish to add that if is
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Now tap the patch lightOhio and Tennessee. anything happens in any way or shape experienced.
Pennsylvania,
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p. tool handle.
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will
every
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Donald,
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cemented
will
surfaces
adhere
per.Misses Olsen and Conrad, Adjutant and with the numerous staff corres- Phone Black 47.
General A. S. Brookes and others. pondents and news service men ming- fectly. Put a smooth
The guests were then shown some of ling all day long with the populace, weight on the patch and leave the retlie more conspicuous sights of Santa there would be no chance to hold the pair thus as long as practicable.''
M.
Fe including the Archaeological
and news for even an hour.
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RESIDENCE,
Historical museums and given an
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informal reception at the public library
AVE
Douglas, Ariz., June 20. A daring
where tea and cake were served. Thp PICKPOCKETS BUSY
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break was effected some time durjail
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AT BIG CONVENTION.
ing the early morning hours when OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
served as decorations there, were later
taken down to the train and brought Police o Chicago Round 'Up Fifteen Romo Leivas, Miguel Fontes, Modesto
Phone, 237 Black
Bustamante, Francisco Contreras and
renewed pleasure to the visitors, who
in One Day Crooks Had Planned
Antonio Valenzuela by their united
without exception declared that they
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Big Harvest Among Delegates.
efforts sprang the lower half of the
would like to stay longer, most of
iron grillwork door sufficiently to althem promising to return to give more
Chicago, June 21. Fifteen pick- low them to get out. None of the men
M.
time to this delightful and interesting pockets were rounded
up today at the have yet been captured.
old city.
Central police station. They were arPHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
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Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
POPULATION OF DEAD
places by patrolmen not in uniform
door to Wells Fargo Kx.
ONES GREATLY INCREASED. looking for "convention crooks" atPHONE 233.
tracted by the opportunity tor thievNon-Ski- d
Some 165 Bodies From Fort Wingate ing.
Are You a Seller? An advertiseTwo of the prisoners, the police say,
in National
Supreme by test of
ment in the classified columns of the
admitted th-came from New York
Cemetery.
hardest service, are
New Mexican will put your real esin the hope of reaping a rich harvest
the one positive security
tate on the market effectively. It will
Last evening, in two box cars, 165 of pocketbooks and jewelry, and anagainst skidding on any
put the facts of your property before
bodies of soldiers from the Fort Win-gat- other said he was from Texas. The
kind of road, at all seasons
the eyes of all possible buyers.
cemetery, McKinley county, ar- police say that the fifteen are well
of the
rived here for
in the Na- known pickpockets who will be kept
tflv.
Sold By All Dealers
It will not pay you to waste your
tional cemetery. With them came al- behind bars until the convention adtiera writing out your legal form
so oil of the monuments, including journs.
when you can get them already printF. A. White of Versailles, a Roose-ve'- t
one very large, several large and
many
ed at the New Mexican Printing
smaller stones. In taking the remains
supporter and delegate from the
Company.
out of their graves, a number of cur- Eighth Missouri District, went to the
ious things were noticed. Around one ball game yesterday afternoon with
soldier's neck was a handkerchief his wife and son. On the way back to
which had been buried with him 57 their hotel they rode in a crowded car
years ago, but which seemed as good and Mr. White was robbed of $300.
as new. On another soldier, all of the
uniform had rotted away, but the linen LESS THAN HALF VOTE
POLLED ON MAINE PRIMARIES.
handkerchief around his throat was
still intact thus showing that linen
Portland, Maine, June 21. Less than
will withstand the ravages of time.
The contract for moving the bodies half the vote polled at the last general
here was performed by J. R. Creath, election was cast at the first general
assisted by Ramon Jimenez, Julia primary held in Maine. On the RepubJimenez and Matias Roybal, who are lican side Edwin C. Burleigh, former
member of congress, was given a plur
also in charge of the
at ality of about
5,000 over his opponent
Santa Fe.
tor United States Senator, and for
governor William T. Haines was vicRound Trip
from
.
INTERESTING TALKS BY
torious. There was no contest for the
PROFESSOR W. T. CONWAY. Democratic nominations, the votes goFare
ing to Governor Plaisted and Senator
For two forenoons in succession. Obediah Gardner for renomination.
Professor W. T. Conway of the College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, has
addressed the normal institute in this
city in a very interesting manner. He
DISCHARGES:
is seeking to stimulate interest in agTake Santa Fe via Chicago or St. Louis, Pullman
RELIEVED IN
riculture, going on the principle that
Tourist Sleepers.
New Mexico boys and girls should stay
HOURti
BEST EQUIPMENT.
with the farm as offering fully as many
BEST SERVICE.
::::
Each Cap. "N
and as good opportunities as they
sule bear.fMlDY
For further particulars, apply to any Santa Fe agent.
the iameJV9m0
would find in other vocations.
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fessor Conway is also organizing boys'
H.
S.
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homes of Mrs. iS. S. Griffin, Sandy,
Utah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh,
supplied
Colo., are always
with Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and
with them, as with thousands of others, there is no substitute for this
grand laxative. It is really more
than a laxative, for it contains superior tonic properties which help to
tone and strengthen the stomach, liver and bowels so that after a brief
use of it all laxatives can he dispensed with and nature will do its own
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to 3 for Harvard. The Blue streak
became so pronounced from 1900 to
a
1906, the Crimson failed to score
fingle victory. But since 1908 it has;
iieen nothing but Harvard on the
Thames, there being a decided slump
in rowing by the New fiaven crews.
In connection with the "varsity race,
the Freshmen crews of the two universities have been meeting frequently in
eight-oarecontests, and since 1X9'.)
those 'varsity substitutes who failed to
get places in the big boat have been
fiven contests in
shells.
In these Freshman races Harvard
h:.s won 8, to 4 for Yale, while in the
substitute fours Harvard has captured
9, to 4 for
Yale. There was no
Freshman race in 1S99, while that of
1'.'02 was a dead heat.
Each year sees increasing interest
in these contests. The
observation
trains which accompany the crew on
unth sides of the river are filled with
collegians,
cheering and
while at the finish great fleets of
jnchts and steamboats add to the din
which welcomes the two needle-likshells and they flash down the long
lane of river craft.

16,

HARVARD WlfiS

FRESHMAN RAG E

SK.OOfff

WOMEN TAKE NOTICE!

PAGE SEVEN

M.

7.10

A man cannot understand the torture and suffering many vomcn endure
! the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured with
uncomplainingly.
would ask for
patience the weakening sicknesses thct most women do, they
immediate sympathy and took for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life of misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a remedy which is safe
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the public
ol the
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.
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tTHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FEf
What is that which
yet very common?

is

exclusively at Fischer's. It's different
from others. Chocolate and vanilla
flavors.
Keeping Posted The crowds around
the Xew Mexican bulletin board are
increasing each. day. Those who want
to keep posted on the news up to the
minute are watching the board care
fully.

very rare, and

fliE DAILY BOUHD HP.

I The Home of Quality Groceries j
V.

Going Picnicking?

S.

WHAT

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June 21. Xew
Mexico tonight fair, warmer in
southeast portion;
Saturday
fair.

Seasonable

Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing,
at Goebel's.
If you like good buttermilk,

A POOR PICNIC

"

Meat!

go

to

Fischer's fountain. Served ice cold,
No other such a line ot wnite nana
bags as you will see at Adolf
The very latest thing out.
Wanted to rent Five or
modern house. Address this office.

"

j

Selig-nian'-

six-roo-

Picnic Would Be

A

Ask You here to
WE buy
our meat

good.
If you knew this as
as well as we,

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

'THERE'S

nothing
better than the best

This you'll admit a fact,
That we have it here to
prove by test,

AND EVERYTHING

WlLI

THERE IS

BE THE PROPER ACT!

Akers-Wagne-

Plaza Market

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

Co.

Phone 92.

BUT ER!

j

Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
the
Eye prescriptions are given
attenmost careful and painstaking
tion when Zook fills them.
Convocation A special
Masonic
convocation of Santa Ve, Chapter Xo.
J, R. A. M., will be held tomorrow
evening at Masonic hall for the purpose of conferring the Royal Degree.
All Royal Arch Masons are cordially
invited to attend.
No other ice cream in town equals
"Thomas' Ranch" Ice Cream. Try it
at Fischer's.
During that special sale of carpets
r
Furniture Comat the
inpany, starting today, there will be
cluded the finest line of linoleums in
the city. They will all go at bargain
prices.
"Thomas Ranch" ice cream sold

We know you surely
would !

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

elec--

trie irons. He will let you try one;
free and the iron will sell Itself.
The Craven, it s a Vitagraph at the

Because we know it's

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

Sparlts has quit selling

Notice

BUTTER!

NOW AT

I

i

SPhnnp

C0MS1MEHT SHE j

35323

We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enourh to hurt them as to service. The
we refused

Sy 'U
,11

-

ill

JJJ

1

WTCAIC

SPITZ,

.X-

Kt

IE
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE

n--

ally.

(

I:

you will consider that tha rim of
he balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a clay, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
e and accuracy of your watch,
7,eave your watch wi:h

whatever

FOR

we could get for them, and make claim for the difference

until
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
to
move
in
order
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There

E

Watches
and

WATCH will
without
. cil cr cicaninj Ur-ethan
any other pice; ci machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at

JEWELER.

HEADQUATERS
YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY

are eleven beds
in

Merchandise This

has laid low all the covvpunchers who
dared to cross him and a band of about
sixteen gumshoed into town today and
asked Jack if he would box one he had
not seen. "Bring him on," replied the
champion, doing the Jack London
golden smile.
He was hurried to the camp and
was fit and ready to put on queer
alley the champ. In the first round
of their little sparring exhibition, Johnson slipped over a right cross to the
chin and down went the ranger. Xo
more frame-up- s
on Johnson and this
is the only one contemplated here in
connection with the big scrap.
Johnson went through his usual
workout today and looked good. He
has learned the Mexican language now
and is beginning to speak broken English on account of the new lingo.
I made a personal visit to Flynn's
camp this afternoon with Promoter
Jack Curley. I had read where some
one said Flynn was fat. Chuck that
stuff in the ash can and forget it
right now. I saw Flynn train ten
days before he beat Al Kaufman in
Kansas City. He was in fair shape
then, but, he was hog fat compared
to his present condition. If being in
shape is the only thing necessary to
win this fight Flynn is the next chamHis muscles
are hard. He
pion.
looks fit for the ring now and his
appearance would be a wonderful surprise to those who saw the fighting
fireman batter down vicious punches
the giant Californian in Kansas City
some time ago.
Believe me, Flynn Is training faithfully and is working like a trojan. Ha
is going to be in shape, and better than
is
he ever was in his life. Sincerity
Flynn's middle name.

j

j
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e
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Fischer's.
Teachers'

Institute
Piano
solo,
Miss Edith Mickocks: Violin solo, Miss
Mary Gonnley; address, Professor
Xoiton of Santa Fe. Professor Xor-tospoke on a new method of shorthand declaring that whereas
there
were 12( strokes in writing ordinary
English, tne new shorthand method
had but 2( strokes and was extremely rapid and lucid.
Professor Xorton
was for
years a member of the
house of commons, England.
The
members of the program committee

vernis martin, and one
white and vernis martin

all, eight ftili size, in white,

satin brass. There are three

4

size, in

finish.

"Time Pieces That

Are

Reliable."

u-- j

Miss Lola
Michelson.
Do Your Shopping at headquarters
where you can fill the basket full. The
Plaza Market is always well supplied.
History Now on Sale B. M Read's
Illustrated History of Xew Mexico, just
from press, is now for sale and may
he ordered directly from the author,
or through the Xew Mexican Printing
Company. Price $10.
Whert your doctor prescribes
for
you, take your prescription to Zook's
and you get right drugs and right
prices.
Entire Change of program at the
Elks' tonight: The Craven, Pathe's
Weekly, and "Alkali Ike's" Boarding
House.
j
Shoes to Walk in, to run in, to stand
in, to talk in, to climb in, you can even
sleep in them. Xathan Salmon has
,them and if you do not believe it look
in the window. See advertisement be-- j

week "Townsend" offers some splendid bargains, Khaki, linen and plain
white skirts. Our prices will move
them.
Now is the time to select your mate
rial for a summer dress. Seligman
Erothers Company have made a great
cut in summer silks and lawns. See
advertisement on page five.
You can be sure of having
your
drug orders delivered quickly by send
ing them to Zook's.
Pleasant Summer Days Yesterday
he maximum temperature was 74 de
grees, the minimum 46 degrees, the low.
relative humidity 22 per cent. There
were showers in the hills. Tomorrow-fai- r
and warmer weather is predicted.
Fresh buttermilk from Thomas's
Ranch at Fischer's fountain. Served
ANNOUNCEMENT.
ice cold.
We have sold our en- If you want the best Ice cream to
tire surplus stock of
be had in town go to Fischer's and get V
X
package seeds to the
"Thomas' Ranch" ice cream. Ciioco-latFoote Co., of this city.
flavors.
and vanilla
j
There are four thou- Don't miss seeing "Alkali Ike's
sand packages in all of
Boarding House, the greatest comedy
vegetable and flower
since Alkali Ikes auto, it's a laugh
seed. These seeds will
from start to finish.
be on sale at the Foote
IV
Eleven Must Go Quick That is
Co.'s store.
what the Santa Fe Hardware and SupSANTA FE HDWE. &
X
SUP. Co.
N
ply say. They have eleven beds that X
will be sold quick, just slightly dam- X
X
aged. See advertisement for particulars.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
You cannot get up to date printing
rRpoms elegantly furnished and hav-Ju- COW PUNCHER KNOCKED
material
unless
you have
inclui.V
modern
nil
conveniences,
OUT BY JOHNSON.
(and facilities. The New Mexican
mg electric light, Steam heat arid
and at
i Printing Company has both,
Bank
baths, in the First National
of Range Does Not Survive 'the same
mechanics.
Champion
time
expert
b lilding.
to
F. M. Jones.
Apply
First Round Flynn Denies
Your orders are always assured
Thomas' Pure Rich Jersey Cream at
That He is Fat.
attention.
Kaune's Saturday.
(By Edward W. Cochrane.)
Pathe's Weekly, No. 14, 1912, at the
Elks', it's great.
Sporting Editor Kansas City JourPALACE HOTEL ON
Ice Cream Festival a Success The nal and Referee Ed Smith's first alSEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
ice cream festival given last evening ternate.
on the lawn of the Xusbaum residence
21.
X.
June
Las
M.,
East
Vegas,
The Palace Hotel under new
on Washington avenue, attracted so
Jack Johnson
They had Champion
is now on the
management
many people that soon after nine knocked out in his own
o'clock the supply of ice cream and and the entire kettle oftraining camp
plan in repeas spilled
demand.
cake ran out. The lawn was brilsponse to popular
today, but the dope was badly scramRooms from 75 cents per day
liantly illumined and the young folks bled and tonight a big Xew Mexico
Choice rooms and
especially, had a good time. The fes- cowpuncher is slowly recovering
upward.
his
tival was under the auspices of the senses while the black demon has issuites for regular occupants,
ladies of St. John's M. E. church.
at special rates.
sued a general invitation for all those
First-clas- s
Absolutely the swellest thing to car- who would put him in the discard in
restaurant. Spery with the white dress, a white hand advance of Flynn's chance to try their
cial Sunday dinner for busihag. See the display at Adolf Selig hand daily at matinees.
nessmen and their families.
man s.
Meals 50 cents.
Is and
It happened thusly.
There
"The best ice cream in the city''
The bar room has been enhas been for many moons a giant ridis everyone's verdict
after eating
removed.
a buckskin bronco on the range
tirely
ing
"Thomas' Ranch"
ice cream
at about
sixty miles south of here. Ho

Clocks.

1

are Miss Emma Goebe!,

per-son-

F. ANDREWS

Phrnie 4.
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Iff. M.

Santa Fe Hardware

Supply.Co.

All colors. $1.00 per doz.pants
Now is

the time to set them cut

THE CLARENDON GARDENS
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.
Down Town Stand in

Butt Bros.

Drug Store.
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Feet!

Sir!

Conside

t

M EN'S

SHOES.

the Best Pair They Ever Lived In!
the particular man, who wants the best that

We'll Put Your Feet Inside
We're alter the trade

of

can be produced in Shoedom. Yes, and we're going to get it, too!
with our Handsome Stylesjof
Shoes in half
VJI f
i- -j
. Why,
skin patent Kid, Calf and Enamel Leather, Lace or Blucher
Cuts in all the latest lasts and patterns.
HANNA SHOES, $6.00, $6.50 to $7.00 HAMILTON BROWN SHOES, $1.75,
FLORSIiEI.H SHOES, .
5.00, 5.50 to 6.00
$2.00, $2.50 to $2.75.

UW

A Full Line

High-Qra-

de

of Men's and Women's Oxfords

Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.

j.1

First

ML

ration.

NOW, MADAM!
We just want to drop a shoe remarkIt's this: Shoe
beauty or comfort doesn't lie altogether in the cost of
the shoe. The best shoe in the world, improperly fitted, isn't going to be comfortable.
When you come here
We've Expert
you get the best shoe
values your money can buy, whether you want them
to stand in or walk in, to dance in or talk in, we have
them. Handsomer shoes never left a factory. All good
leathers and every width and size.
QUEEN QUALITY, from $3.50 to $5.00 HAMILTON BROWN LADIES' SHOES,
AMERICAN LADY, "
3.00 to 4.00
$1.75, $2.00, $2.25 to $3.00

Fitters

NATHAN SALMON

